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This thesis examines how two grass seed industries

respond to changes in the production environment. Two sets

of factors are necessary to understand what adjustments

would be made. First, it is necessary to know the nature of

the markets and whether market power is being exerted.

Second we need to know the relative demand and supply

elasticities for the products.

The Oregon cool season grass seed industry is selected

for a number of reasons. First, the banning or restriction

of grass seed burning is a legislative change that would

increase production costs. Second, U.S production and

processing of cool season grass seed is concentrated in the

Willamette Valley of Oregon. Finally, the Federal Plant

Variety Act of 1970, has given the firms in the grass seed

industry exclusive rights over the private varieties that

they develop for a period of 18 years. Having an exclusive

right over the marketing of specific varieties may provide

opportunity for some price-setting behavior.
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The behavioral demand equations at the wholesale level

and the supply equations at the farm level are estimated

The degree of market power is parameterized and included in

demand and supply equations using the methodology introduced

by Bresnahan[l982], The demand and supply equations in

conjunction with the structural equation obtained by solving

for the first order condition are simultaneously estimated

using a non-linear Three Stage Least Squares regression to

obtain the estimates for all the parameters including the

parameters of market power.

While the t-test suggests that perfectly competitive

market structure cannot be rejected, the large standard

errors for both grass seed types reduce the conclusiveness

of these results. Subsequently a series of the Wald tests

were implemented for each market. Tests fail to reject the

null hypothesis of a perfectly competitive market structure

for both markets but did reject both monopoly or monopsony

market structure.

Based on a perfectly competitive structure, the demand

and supply equations at the farm level were then

constructed, and demand and supply elasticities were

estimated at that level using two stage least squares. For

annual ryegrass the demand elasticity is three times greater

than the supply elasticity, suggesting that approximately

three-fourths of production cost increase would be borne by

the producers. In contrast, for perennial ryegrass the

demand and supply elasticities at the farm level were almost



the same. This suggests that a production cost increase

would be distributed among the producers and consumers of

perennial ryegrass seed in a largely equal fashion.
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)N EX.MINAT ION OF MARKET STRUCTTJRE

MID MARKET POWER FOR MINUAL AND

PER.ENNI.AL RYEGRASS SEED

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The presence or absence of market power and structural

characteristics such as demand and supply elasticities will

influence how markets respond to external shocks. This study

examines how two grass seed markets would respond to

legislatively imposed increases in their costs of production.

In the last decade there have been a number of studies

investigating the existence and sources of market power in

agriculture. These include an examination of price-taking

behavior with joint production of demand-related agricultural

goods [Azzam, 19881, tests for sources of oligopsony power

exerted by exporters in the Haitian coffee market [Lopez,

19881, and tests for the degree of market power exerted by the

Japanese government when importing wheat [Love and

Murningtyas, 1989].

The main objective of this study is to estimate

behavioral consumer demand and producer supply functions for

cool season grass seed in the United States and their

respective price elasticities. In order to accomplish this

objective it is first necessary to identify and estimate the

existence and degree of market power exerted by wholesalers of
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cool season grass seed in the United States. Cool season

grass seed production has been at the center of public policy

discussion in Oregon over the past two decades due to the

controversial practice of field burning. A ban or restriction

on field burning will (at least in the short run) increase

grass seed production costs.

If the production and marketing components of the

industry are perfectly competitive, then the increase in

production costs will adversely effect both consumers and

producers. Under a perfectly competitive structure, the new

equilibrium price and quantity (and hence the impact on

producers and consumers) is directly dictated by the price

elasticities of supply and demand.

However, if a portion of the industry, say wholesalers,

is not perfectly competitive, some market participants behave

as price setters rather than price takers. In both the initial

and subsequent situations, the price and quantity relationship

would be altered from that under perfect competition by the

extent of monopoly and/or monopsony power. Thus additional

information would be required to predict the response of the

markets to change in production conditions.

The grass seed industry is selected as a focus of this

study for a number of reasons. U.S production and processing

of cool season grass seed is concentrated in the Willamatte

Valley of Oregon. The farm gate value of the 1990 Oregon grass

seed production was $193 million, $170 million of which was

grown in the Willamette Valley. This represents an estimated
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two-thirds of U.S cool season grass seed production. Second,

even though there are 20 to 30 grass seed wholesalers in the

Valley, some four to six of them trade the bulk of the grass

seed marketed. Whether this level of concentration results in

a non-perfectly competitive (price-setting) market is a key

issue to be addressed by this research. Third, the Federal

Plant Variety Act of 1970, has given firms in the grass seed

industry exclusive patent rights over the private varieties

that they develop for a period of 18 years. Having an

exclusive right over the marketing of specific varieties may

provide opportunity for price setting behavior.

Development Of The Industry

In the early 1920's, south Willamette Valley farmers

found themselves unable to compete effectively in the

production of grain crops due to poorly drained soils and high

transportation costs [Oregon's Seed Industry, 1988). Their

search for alternative crops led to the development of a new

industry, growing grass for seed. Through experience,

research, and favorable climatic conditions, Oregon's

Willamette Valley has become the largest producer of cool

season grass seed in the world.

Oregon produces eight major cool season grass seed

types: annual ryegrass, perennial ryegrass, orchard grass,

tall fescue, bent grass, fine fescue, and Merion bluegrass,

and other Kentucky bluegrass. There are three major uses for

these grass seed types. Fine fescue, bent grass, Merion
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bluegrass and other Kentucky bluegrass are used in lawn and

turf mixes. Orchard grass is used in cover crop and pasture

mixes. Tall fescue, annuai ryegrass and perennial ryegrass

are used both in cover crops/pasture mixes and in lawn/turf

grass seed mixes.

Production And Consmption Of Oreqon's Grass Seed

Oregon produces essentially all of the U.S. seed

production of red and chewing fescues, bent grass, annual

ryegrass, and perennial ryegrass. It produces some 90 percent

of the orchard grass, 37 percent of the bluegrasses, and

about 24 percent of all tall fescue grown in the U.S.

Some grass seed types are sold almost entirely in

domestic markets, while others are sold both domestically and

in foreign countries. In 1990, 85 percent (289 million

pounds) of Oregon's grass seed production was shipped to other

states, 10 percent (34 million pounds) was exported overseas

and 5 percent retained for reseeding and for other use in

Oregon [Nuckton 1991). Oregon's major domestic competitors are

Idaho and Washington for bluegrass production, and Missouri

for tall fescue (pasture type). International producers of

lawn and turf seed include Denmark, West Geritiany, the

Netherlands, and Canada. Denmark, Canada, New Zealand, and

the Netherlands are producers of pasture and cover crop

grasses [Conklin).

The cool season seed industry consists of farmers,

wholesalers, retailers, and consumers. Grass seed farmers and
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wholesalers are concentrated in Oregon. Grass seed is produced

on about 700 farms, averaging more than 500 acres of grass

seed per farm with most growers producing more than one grass

seed type.

Grass Seed - - A Differentiated Product

It is important to recognize that grass seed is not a

homogeneous product. As stated earlier, eight major cool

season grass seed types are produced, each with its own set of

growth characteristics and serving a range of uses.

Additionally, each seed type consists of both public and

private varieties. Since the Federal Plant Variety Act of

1970, there has been a substantial increase in production of

private varieties. In 1990, about fifty percent of perennial

ryegrass and tall fescue production in Oregon was devoted to

private varieties. The percentage of production of proprietary

varieties is 75 percent for fine fescue. In contrast virtually

all annual ryegrass production remains in public varieties.

The major difference between the market f or annual

ryegrass and for the perennial grasses is the larger

percentage of acreage devoted to proprietary varieties for

perennial grasses. Thus the demand for a particular

proprietary variety of perennial grass seed may be influenced

by its unique growth qualities. The patent right for specific

private variety provides seed companies with the potential to

exert market power as both buyers and sellers. In contrast,

since annual ryegrass production remains almost exclusively in
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public varieties, anyone, including farmers, can produce and

market annual ryegrass varieties.

The large number of proprietary varieties of perennial

grass seed types now being produced,however, may suggest that

the industry is made up of sufficient competing firms and

differentiated products that no firm or product can influence

market prices.

Organization Of The Study

There are four chapters in addition to this

introduction. Chapter two presents a review of the literature

on the theoretical framework and general methodology for

constructing the mathematical model, Chapter three introduces

the econometric model, the system of supply and demand

equations, and the structural profit function equations.

Chapter four reports the results of the model estimation.

Chapter five presents conclusions, recommendations and

implications for the industry. Study limitations and

possibilities for future research in the grass seed industry

also are identified.

Study O1jective8

In order to understand how the industry will adjust to

field burning regulation, the purpose of this study will be:

1- To estimate the consumer demand and producer supply

relation ships for the different cool season grass

seed types and their respective supply and demand
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price elasticities.

2- To test the hypotheses that:

Wholesalers exert some degree of monopoly power

in the sale of cool season perennial grass seed

at the wholesale level.

Wholesalers exert some degree of monopsony power

in purchasing cool season perennial grass seed

from farmers.

C) Wholesalers exert no market power over the

marketing of annual ryegrass.
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CKAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

While empirical studies have been conducted on the

market structure of numerous agricultural commodities, there

has been no research reported on the source and extent of

market power in the grass seed industry. Prior work on the

structure of Oregon grass seed markets is more than a decade

old.

Monopoly, Monopsony and Perfect Competition

Henderson and Quandt [1986] examine the behavior of

oligopolists who agree to act in unison to maximize individual

and collective profits. They conclude that this condition is

identical to the solution obtained under an individual

monopoly condition. They note "monopoly is a situation in

which a market contains a single seller". A monopolist can

influence the price by restricting the quantity of the good

available.

In a parallel fashion, an oligopsony is a situation in

which the buyers act in unison in their purchases thus

providing a monopsony solution. A monopsony exists when there

is a single purchaser in the industry. The monopsonist can

effect price and consequently profits earned by setting the

level of the good demanded.

In contrast; in a perfectly competitive industry, the
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price of the good is determined in the market by the

interaction of supply and demand with no price control exerted

by either sellers or buyers. Producers supply that quantity

for which their marginal cost (supply curve) equals the market

price (demand curve). If entry is not restricted, new firms

will enter the industry as long as there are economic profits

to be earned. In the long run economic profits (rents) will

be forced to zero, thereby removing the incentive to enter the

market.

Under the competitive market structure, assuming all

other factors remain constant, any regulation that imposes

extra production costs will, in the short run, shift the

supply curve upward and to the left. This will result in a

decrease in the quantity produced and an increase in the

market price for a given level of demand. The burden of this

change will reduce both producer surplus and consumer

surplus. The magnitude of the loss to each group will depend

on the supply and demand elasticities (or more specifically on

the slopes of the supply and demand curves). If the cost

structures for firms in the industry are not identical, in the

long run the higher cost firms will exit the market (unless

their higher costs are offset by adoption of cost reducing

technology).

Consunier Surplus and Producer Surø1ua

Nicholson (1985), defines consumer surplus as the
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difference between the amount that consumers pay for

purchasing quantity (q) of a given product, and what they

would pay if the quantity (q) were offered to them one unit

at a time (that is, if they were obligated to pay the maximum

price for each unit). Producer surplus is defined as

difference between the amount the producers receive for

selling quantity (q) of a given product and the amount they

would received if each unit were sold at a minimum acceptable

price. Evaluating changes in consumer surplus and producer

surplus that result from of an increase in production cost

provides insight into who shoulders the burden of increased

production costs.

Graphic representation of this case is shown in figure

one, using an increase in the unit production cost of

producers. In part a, let S and D represent the supply and

demand curves, and P and Q represent the current equilibrium

price and quantity. The triangle ABP represents consumer

surplus and the triangle PBC represents producer surplus.

As a result of the new regulations, the supply curve (S)

shifts upward to S'. This results in a new equilibrium price

and quantity at P'and Q.

The new consumer surplus is the area AB'P and new

producer surplus is the area PBC'. As can be seen, the new

equilibrium represents a reduction in quantity traded, and

both producers and consumers are worse off than before. The

magnitude of loss to each group will depend on the initial

producer supply and consumer demand elasticities.



Figure 1. Effect of Shift in Supply Curve on Consumer Surplus and Producer Surplus
Under Perfect Competition and Equal Supply and Demand Elasticities.

Price Price

Q quantity
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Figures two and three compare what happens for different

combinations of supply and demand elasticities. In figure two,

the demand curve is more inelastic than the supply curve. In

this case the decrease in consumer surplus is much greater

than the decrease in producer surplus. Figure three depicts

the opposite case in which there is a relatively more

inelastic supply curve. In this case the decrease in producer

surplus is far greater than the decrease in consumer surplus.

This three figures all assume a perfectly competitive market

structure.

Let us contrast this to with the situation where some

monopoly is exerted. The monopolist can either effect the

price by setting the quantity produced, or the quantity

produced by setting the price. A monopolist can not however

shift the demand curve he faces. The monopolist maximizes his

profit by producing the quantity at which marginal cost is

equal to marginal revenue, and charging consumers the price

they are willing to pay based on their demand.

Figure four illustrates the formation of equilibrium

price and quantity under monopoly. In part a, D, MC and NR

represent respectively consumer demand, monopolist marginal

cost (per unit cost of producing one more unit) and monopolist

marginal revenue (revenue obtained by selling one more unit of

output). The monopolist will equate his marginal revenue with

his marginal cost to produce the quantity (Q), at which profit

is maximized. Price P is charged for each unit sold. Consumer

surplus is now equal to the area AEP and producer surplus is
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P

Price Price

Q quantity Q' Q quantity

Figure 2. Effect of Shift in Supply Curve on Consumer Surplus and Producer Surplus
Under Perfect Competition and a Re'atively Elastic Supply Curve.



Price Price

Q quantity QI Q quantity

Figure 3. Effect Of Shift in Supply Curve on Consumer Surplus and Producer Surplus
Under Perfect Competition and Relatively More Elastic Demand Curve.



Q quantity

Price

1C
demanddemand

MR

Figure 4. Effect of Shift in Supply Curve on Producer Surplus and Consumer Surplus
Under Monopoly.

QI Q quantity
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equal to the area PBDE. The area BCD represents a dead weight

loss, or the surplus lost to producers and consumers as a

result of the monopoly power exerted in the market. In part b,

the monopolist's marginal cost curve is shifted upward by a

unit increase in production cost. The new equilibrium for the

monopolist market will be attained at P' and Q' Under this

condition the monopolist is still maximizing profit. Thus,

under a monopoly, there will be less produced with higher

consumer prices than would occur under a perfectly competitive

structure. The new consumer surplus and producer surplus are

the areas AB'P'and P'B'D'E' respectively. The magnitude of the

changes in producer surplus and consumer surplus will depend

on the slope of supply and demand curves.

A lump sum tax imposed on the monopolist will not effect

the quantity and price of the product. Consumers will not pay

higher prices and monopolist profit will decline by the amount

of the lump sum tax. Because of this, it has been argued that

a lump sum tax is more appropriate than a unit tax in a

monopoly market since such a increase will not change the

equilibrium price and quantity under monopoly. Figure 5,

represents the change in monopolist profit, equilibrium

quantity and price in response to the imposition of a lump sum

tax. In part A of the figure 5, let D, MC, MR and ATC

represent respectively the demand facing the monopolist,

marginal cost of the monopolist, marginal revenue of the

monopolist and the average total cost of the monopolist The

area Peab represent the profit of the monopolist. A lump sum



A

Profit

Quantity

Q Quantity

Figure 5. Effect of A Lump Sum Tax on Monopoflst.

17
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tax does not shift the marginal cost curve, rather it moves

the average total cost curve of the monopolist upward (part

b). The new profit of the monopolist is the area Pecd. The

difference between the areas in graphs of A and B is equal to

the decrease in monopolist profit, and it is identical to the

lump sum tax.

In summary, knowledge of market structure and the

relevant elasticities, will allow regulatory agencies to

predict the effect of cost increases from imposing

restrictions on production (such as banning field burning) for

producers, consumers and seed companies (wholesalers).

Studies On Testinq Market Power

A number of recent papers have developed methods for

empirically testing market power under different sets of

hypotheses. Appelbaum [19791 developed a statistical test for

the price taking assumption of firms in a closed economy.

Bresnahan [1982) developed a model specification for supply

and demand that produces a test statistic to measure the

extent of monopoly power exerted in the market place.

Bresnahan includes an exogenous variable in the demand

equation to shift the demand curve and to rotate the demand

curve around the equilibrium point. The process tests at the

equilibrium point whether or not marginal revenue is equal to

price. If it is, then the market is perfectly competitive.

If, however, marginal revenue is less than the equilibrium

price, then some market power is being exerted. The degree of
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market power can be evaluated by estimating the coefficient of

the exogenous term that is included in the demand function.

Love and Murningtyas [1989] applied the methodology

developed in the Bresnahan and Appelbaum models, to test the

degree of market power exerted by Japanese government in the

international wheat market through the imposition of tariffs.

They concluded that:

the Japanese government is pursuing a more
restrictive import policy than would be the case by
pursuing an optimal tariff strategy. The Japanese
government does not pursue a monopolistic policy in
resale of wheat in the domestic market, and finally
that the resulting effects of Japanese wheat import
policies indicate that they may be pursuing a
policy of collecting tariff revenues sufficient to
cover the costs of subsidies for domestic
producers." (p. 39)

Azzant [1988] extended Appelbaum's [1979] model to develop

a. test statistic for price taking behavior in industries with

joint production of demand-related goods, using conjectural

elasticities. The study rejects the hypotheses of price taking

behavior by the beef and pork marketing industries. Lopez

[1988] used the Appelbaum model to test for potential sources

of oligopsony power and determinants of the number of

exporters in the Haitian coffee market. Lopez developed an

econometric model that converts the price/marginal cost gap to

a measurable and testable oligopsony index. He concluded that

there is oligopsony power exerted in the Haitian coffee market

by the exporters.

This paper tests for market power in the Oregon cool

season grass seed industry. The methodology applied combines

attributes of the Appelbaum and Eresnahan models. Farm supply



and retail demand for specific grass seed types will be

specified and the degree of maket power exerted by

wholesalers will be estimated.

20



CHAPTER III

THE ECONOMETRIC MODEL

The Theoretical Model

In this analysis we test the hypotheses that grass seed

wholesale companies exert monopsony power when buying

grass seed and monopoly power when selling. This is

equivalent to the assumption that grass seed companies

behave in unison (i.e. collude to set price) to maximize

profit. In this study it is assumed that farmers and

consumers are price takers. At issue is whether the seed

companies (acting as wholesalers) exert monopsony power when

buying grass seed from farmers and monopoly power when

selling to retailers.

Assuming that transportation and packaging cost are the

only costs to the seed companies, the wholesalers profit

function for each of the cool season grass seed markets Is:

(l)IT=(P*Q1) - (W1*Q) - (K*Q1)

Where:
IJ is the profit for ith grass seed.

P is the wholesale price of the ith grass seed.

Q is the quantity of ith grass seed purchased and
sold by the wholesalers.

W is the farm price of the ith grass seed.

K is the transportation and packaging cost.

To maximize profit (Max fl) we solve for the following first

order condition and set it equal to zero.

21
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I11/Q. = (ap./ÔQ.)* Q. + - (3W/3Q1)* Q - W1 - K

Setting ôll/8Q1 = 0

To assure that the solution provides the maximum value, the

second order condition is obtained by:

< 0

Then:

(äP./OQ.)* Q + P1 = (3W1/8Q1)* Q1 + W1 + K

Finally:

L0[(3P1/8Q)* Qj+P1 = Lt(aW/aQ1)* Q1]+W+K

Where L0 is the parameter of wholesale market power at

the wholesale level,and L is the parameter of wholesale

market power at the farm level.

L0 and L1 have been included in the model to estimate

the monopoly and monopsony power of the wholesalers. Each

can take a value from 0 to 1. When L0=L1=0, equation 4

provides the perfectly competitive model:

P = W1 + K

In equation 4a the wholesaler price is equal to farm price

of the seed plus the variable cost (transportation and

packaging) of the wholesaler.

When L0=L=l, equation 4 provides the pure middle man

solution (i.e pure monopoly and monopsony power at the

wholesale level):

(ap./3Q.)* Q + P = (aW1/oQ)* Q + W1 + K

In equation 4b the wholesalers are able to effect farm

and wholesale prices of grass seed by setting the quantity

purchased at the farm and sold at wholesale level. The
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wholesaler in this situation enjoys both monopoly power in

selling to retailers and the monopsony power in buying from

growers.

When L1=O and L0=l, equation 4 provides the pure

monopoly solution:

(ap./aQ.)*Q.+p.=w.K

In equation 4c the wholesalers set the prices at the

wholesale level by influencing the quantities sold at that

level.

When L=l and L0=O, equation 4 provides the pure

monopsony solution:

P, = (3w1/8Q1) * Q + W1 + K

In equation 4d the wholesalers set the price at the

farm level by influencing the quantities of grass seed

demanded from growers.

Values between 0 to 1 indicate the degree of market

power that the wholesalers exert either as buyers or

sellers.

To proceed, we must first specify behavioral equations

for demand and supply at the wholesale level. These two

equations plus the equilibrium condition given in the

equation 4 can be estimated jointly to provide us with

estimates of all parameters including L0 and L.

Data Requirements

To construct the demand and supply equations the

following data is required: time series data for prices at
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farm and wholesale levels, quantity of grass seed sold at

wholesale and farm level, cost of packaging and transporting

grass seed, stocks, and demand and supply shift variables for

each grass seed type.

Selection of Seed Types

To estimate the consumer demand function, we need both

the quantities of different grass seed types sold to retailers

by wholesalers and wholesale prices. This information is not

available in published form. While individual wholesalers

retain this information, they view it as proprietary

information. As a consequence, we used published export prices

as a proxy for the wholesale price. For some seed types such

as annual ryegrass the export price appears to be fairly

representative of the domestic price. For other seed types,

such as perennial ryegrass the quality and hence the price of

exported seeds is below the quality and price of domestic

sales. This data problem will be discussed more fully in

chapter 3.

Consistent export price series were not available for all

the seed types. A review of the data revealed that in the case

of Kentucky bluegrass, one grass seed type over a period of

years has been divided and reported as two types. In the case

of the fescues multiple seed types are combined and reported

as one. In addition, no data on the stocks (annual carryover)

of different grass seed types are available.

To resolve this set of difficulties, this study is
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restricted to the United States grass seed market, and focuses

on annual and perennial ryegrass In 1988 these two types

alone accounted for almost 60% of the total Oregon grass seed

acreage and for 65% of total grass seed production. Annual and

perennial ryegrass provide an interesting contrast. While

about 50% of perennial ryegrass production is devoted to

proprietary varieties, almost all annual ryegrass production

is of public varieties. Because of this difference, it seems

possible that perennial ryegrass market is less competitive

than annual ryegrass market. This analysis will develop and

make comparison between two independent models (one for annual

ryegrass and one for perennial ryegrass).

Annual Arid Perennial Ryeqrass

Appendix B provides information on annual ryegrass

acreage, production, yield, nominal farm prices and nominal

export prices for the period 1959 to 1988. Increased annual

ryegrass production for this time period has come both from

expanded acreage and higher yields. Since 1978, however,

acreage has been declining. Real farm prices (prices adjusted

for inflation) for annual ryegrass have ranged between $10

and $18 per hundred weight (cwt), except for 1973 and 1974

when the highest real prices were obtained. The high prices

correspond to years of reduced production.

Appendix C provides historical data on perennial ryegrass

production, acreage under production, yield, percentage grown

as private varieties, nominal farm prices and nominal export
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prices for the period 1959 to 1988. Each of these series has

increased throughout the study period. One of the major

factors influencing the growth of perennial ryegrass

production has been a dramatic increase in the percentage of

acreage devoted to production of proprietary varieties since

the Federal variety act of 1970 was passed. Currently

proprietary varieties represent nearly 50% of perennial

ryegrass acreage. These varieties earn higher market prices

based on their specific qualities.

Construction of The npirical Model

A 1981 study [Ryan, Conklin and Edwards] constructed

demand and supply equations for annual and perennial ryegrass.

Their results indicated that in the annual ryegrass demand

equation only the coefficients of the variables f or

income,cattle(-1) and new housing starts were significantly

different from zero. In the perennial ryegrass demand

equation, the coefficients of own wholesale price, income and

cattle(4) were significantly different from zero. On the supply

side, the study reported that for both annual ryegrass and

perennial ryegrass only the coefficient of total quantity

available to farmers at time t is significantly different from

zero.

In this study in order to be able to do a direct

comparison between the two seed types it was essential to

construct identical or nearly identical models for perennial

ryegrass and annual ryegrass. To derive the estimates of the
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variables L and L0 a series of comparable non-linear models

for perennial and annual ryegrass were constructed. For

example, multiplicative terms such as the annual ryegrass farm

price multiplied by the perennial ryegrass farm price and the

annual ryegrass wholesale price multiplied by the perennial

ryegrass wholesale price were used as independent variables in

different versions of the model. Another model used the

multiplicative terms found by multiplying the quantity of one

grass type by the farm and wholesale price of the other as

independent variables, to estimate the parameters for L and

L0. In each case, low Durbin Watson test scores indicated a

high degree of serial correlation and made it inappropriate to

use the results of the estimates.

Using the logarithmic form of own prices as an

independent variable offered a consistent set of estimates for

annual ryegrass coefficients. In the perennial ryegrass demand

equation the logarithmic form of own price in conjunction with

the assumption of a lagged dependent demand function produced

consistent estimates.The lagged dependent demand equation for

perennial ryegrass may be justified as resulting from growing

consumer familiarity and hence demand for a specific variety.

As mentioned in the introduction, perennial ryegrass, because

of its large number of private varieties, has developed new

market niches over the past decade.

The Empirical Model For Annual Ryecrrass

Demand for annual ryegrass at wholesale level is



specified as:

D = a0 + a1 * log(rwpr) + a2 * rwprpr
+ a3 * cattle(1) + ed

Where:

D- quantity sold at farm and wholesale level
(i.e. assumed zero stocks at farm and wholesale
level)

rwpr- the real export price of annual ryegrass

rwpr1- the real export price of perennial ryegrass

cattle(4)- the lagged number of cattle in southeast
U.S.A

ed- the stochastic error term

The log of real wholesale price of annual ryegrass is

included in the model in order to econometrically identify

wholesalers market power when purchasing (with the L0

variable) [Bresnahan].

The expected sign for the coefficient of own wholesale

price is negative, since this would indicate a negatively

sloped demand curve. The coefficient for the wholesale price

of perennial ryegrass is expected to be positive, since that

these two seed types can be used as substitutes. The

coefficient of the number of cattle in southeast U.S is

expected to be positive, indicating that as the number of

cattle in this region increases there will be an increased

demand for annual ryegrass at the wholesale level.

Due to the lack of data on farm and wholesale level

stocks, the wholesalers supply of annual ryegrass is assumed

to be equal to farm supply. The farm supply is specified as:

S = b0 + b1 * log(rfpr) + b2 * rfpr

28



+ b3 * Yield + b4 * Acre(1)+ es

Where:

S- quantity sold at farm and wholesale level

b0- the constant term

log(rfpr)- log of real farm price of annual ryegrass

rfpr- real farm price of perennial ryegrass

Yield- production/acreage

Acre(1)- lagged acreage under production

es- stochastic error term

The log of real farm price of annual ryegrass is

specified in the model so the L parameter can be

econometrically identified [Bresnahan]. The expected sign for

the coefficient of log form of own farm price is posItIve

implying a positive sloped supply curve. The coefficient of

real farm price of perennial is expected to be negative, since

these two seed types are assumed to be substitutes. Finally

the coefficients for yield and lagged acreage under production

are expected to be positive.

The Fpirica1 Model For Perennial Ryeqrass

The demand for perennial ryegrass is specified to be:

(7) D f0 + f1 * Log (rwpr) + f2 * rwpr + f3 * prop
+ f4 * fsale + edT,f

Where:

fl1,1- quantity sold at farm and wholesale level
(i.e. zero stocks at farm and wholesale level)

Log(rwpr1,1)- the log of real export price of
perennial ryegrass

29
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rwpr- is the real export price of annual ryegrass

fsale(1)- is the lagged demand at wholesale level for
perennial ryegrass

prop- % of farm sales which are private varieties

edpr- the stochastic error term

The log of real wholesale price of perennial is included

in the model in order to econometrically identify the market

power exerted by wholesalers when selling to retailers or L0

[Bresnahan]. The expected sign for the coefficient of own

wholesale price is negative, implying a negatively sloped

demand curve. The coefficient of wholesale price of annual

ryegrass is expected to be positive, suggesting that these two

seed types are used as substitutes. The coefficient of lagged

demand at the wholesale level is expected to be positive.

Finally the coefficient of the prop variable ( of farm sales

that are private varieties) is expected to be positive,

indicating an overall increase in the quantity demanded at the

wholesale level due to an increase in demand for proprietary

varieties.

The supply of perennial ryegrass is assumed to be equal

to farm supply(due to lack of data on the farm and wholesale

level stocks). The farm level supply facing the wholesalers is

specified as:

(8) Spr = d + d1 * Log(rfprp) + d2 * rfpr + d3*Yield
+ d4 * Acre(.1) + es1

Where:

Spr quantity sold at farm and wholesale level
(i.e. zero stocks at farm and wholesale level)
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Log(rfpr1)- the log of real farm price of perennial
ryegrass

rfpr- the real farm price of annual ryegrass

Yield- production per acre

Acre(1)- lagged acreage under production

es- the stochastic error term

The log of real farm price of perennial ryegrass is

included in the model in order to econometrically estimate the

market power exerted by the wholesalers as purchasers with

the L1 parameter [Bresnahan]. The expected sign for the

coefficient of log form of own farm price is positive. The

coefficient of real farm price of annual ryegrass is expected

to be negative, since these two types are used as substitutes.

Finally the coefficients of lagged acreage under production

and yield are expected to be positive.

Estimation for Annual Ryegrass

The equilibrium condition (equation 4) in conjunction

with the demand and supply equations for annual ryegrass

(equations 5 and 6) were simultaneously estimated in order to

obtain estimates for all the parameters including L1 and L0.

The non-linear three stage least square (n13SLS) technique

(using TSP4.1B) was applied to obtain the parameter estimates.

Three stage least squares is selected because it provides a

full information estimation technique that estimates all of

the parameters of the system of equations simultenously.

Later, because parameter estimates for Lo and Li are shown to
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be zero and because of data problems related to wholesale

prices, we will also proceed to estimate a simpler two stage

least squares model that only examines the farm level market

(see demand equation 17 below).

In equation 4 we set:

(9) (rwpr/a1)=8P/aQ and,

(lO)exp( (DaOa2*rwprPfa3*cattle(l))/al)=rwprlU,

rfpr/b1=ôW/8Q1

exp( /b1) =rfpr

Due to the lack of data on farm and wholesale level

stocks, the supply is assumed to be equal to demand with no

stock on hand.

The system then is estimated for transportation and

packaging cost of $8 per 1000 pound of annual ryegrass, and

results are reported in table one in chapter four. Mr, Stephen

Johnson the senior research scientist at International Seeds

mc, suggested that 7 to 8 dollars per 1000 pounds grass seed

is an accurate cost for packaging and then transporting the

seeds to the port.

Estimation For Perennial Ryegrass

Equilibrium condition (equation 4) in conjunction with

demand and supply equations for perennial ryegrass (equations

7 and 8) were simultaneously estimated to obtain estimates

for all the parameters. The non-Linear Three stage least

squares technique (NL3SLS) was used to obtain the parameter
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estimates.

In equation 4 we set:

(rwpr1/f1)=aP/aQ1

exp ( (f sale-f0- (f2*rwpr) - (f3*prop)
- (f4*fsale(1)) ) If ) =rwpr

(rfprprldi) aW1/aQ

exp((fsale-d0- (d2*rfpr) - (d3*yield) -

- (d4*acre(1)) ) Id) =rfprpr

Due to lack of data on the farm and wholesale level

stocks the supply is assumed to be equal to demand with no

stock at hand.

The system is estimated for transportation and packaging

cost of $8 and per 1000 pounds of perennial ryegrass seed. The

results for $8 of transportation and packaging cost are

reported in table 2 in chapter four.

stimating Demand and Supply at the Farm Level

The results reported in chapter 4, suggest that no

market power is being exerted bythe wholesalers. Because of

the lack of market power being exerted at the wholesale level

(that is, the existence of a competitive market structure) and

recognizing problems with the use of export prices as a proxy

for the wholesale price, this study will also construct and

estimate the demand and supply at the farm level using only

the farm prices.

The demand equations for annual ryegrass and perennial

ryegrass at the farm level are specified as:

D = a0 + a1 * log(rfpr) + a2 * rfpr



+ a3 * cattle(4) + fsale(1) +ed

Where:

D- quantity sold at farm and wholesale level
(i.e. assumed zero stocks at farm and wholesale

level)

rfpr- the real farm price of annual ryegrass

rfprpr- the real farm price of perennial ryegrass

cattle(4)- the lagged number of cattle in southeast
U.S.A

fsale(1)- the lagged farm sale

ed- the stochastic error term

(18) Dpr =f0 + f1 * Log(rfpr) + f2 * rfpr, + f3 * prop
+ f4 * fsale1 + ed

Where:

D- quantity sold at farm and wholesale level
(i.e. zero stocks at farm and wholesale level)

Log(rfpr1)- the log of real farm price of
perennial ryegrass

rfpr- is the real farm price of annual ryegrass

fsale(4)- is the lagged farm sale for perennial
ryegras s

prop- of farm sales which are private varieties

the stochastic error term

The supply equations are the previous supply equations 6

and 8. All the parameters are expected to have the same

expected signs as previously specified. In addition, the own

farm price coeffiecients are expected to have a negative

effect on the quantity demanded.

The two stage least square technique (using TSP4.1B) is

used to estimate the parameters. The results are reported in

34



tables six and seven in chapter four.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

Annual Ryecrrass

The coefficients estimates for annual ryegrass using

3SLS are in Table 1 for $8 transportation and packaging

costs. On the demand side all of the variables are of the

expected sign and are significant at the 1% level. The own

price coefficient is negative indicating a downward sloped

demand curve with respect to price. The perennial ryegrass

wholesale price has a positive coefficient, which is

expected for a substitute good. Finally the lagged number of

cattle in the southeast United States variable also has a

positive impact on the quantity demanded.

On the supply side, all the variables have the expected

sign and all of the variables except f or the price of

perennial ryegrass are significant at the 1 level. The

farm price has a positive coefficient indicating a

positively sloped supply curve. Although, the effect of

substitution price (farm price of perennial) on the quantity

of annual rye supplied has the expected negative sign, It is

not significant. The effect of lagged acreage under

production and yield are both positive.

The estimates for L and L0 (the parameters of the

market power) are not significantly different from zero (at



Tablel. Estimated Parameters for Annual Ryegrass Using
Three Stage Least Squares Technique.

37.

cattle(4) a3 8.93 5.84

Supply equation

Constant b0 -270963 -6.98

log(rfpr) b1 31314 5.44

rfpr1 b2 -2.28 - .09

Yield b3 119890 12.15

Acrean(1) b4 0.94 6.51

Market power

Parameters Estimates t -values

Demand equation

Constant a0 934204 4.84

log(rwpr) a1 -231936 -5,02

rwpr a 390 5.40

L -0.06 - .56

L0 0.65 1.38

rwpr: real wholesale price of perennial ryegrass
rwpr: real wholesale price of annual ryegrass
rfpr: real farm price of perennial ryegrass
rfpr: real farm price of annual ryegrass
Cattle(1): lagged number of cattles in south east U.S.
Yield: production/acreage
Acrean(1): lagged acreage under production
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the 5% level) . This indicates that the null hypotheses of no

market power exerted in the industry cannot be rejected.

Perennial Ryegrass

The coefficient estimates for perennial ryegrass are

provided in Table 2 f or $8 transportation and packaging

costs. On the demand side the own price has a negative

effect on the quantity demanded and is significant (at the

1% level). This implies a negatively sloped demand curve.

The effect of the substitution price (wholesale price of

annual) ryegrass on the quantity demanded, as expected, is

positive, and it is significantly different from zero (at

the 10% level). The estimates of the coefficient for the

percentage of perennial ryegrass sold as proprietary

varieties has the expected positive sign and is significant

at the 1% level. The estimate of the coefficient of lagged

quantity demanded is positive and has a significant effect

on the quantity demanded (at the 1% level). These last two

results may indicate that the demand for perennial ryegrass

is one of preference for particular varieties, and this

demand has grown over time.

On the supply side, the coefficient of the farm price

of perennial is positive and has significant effect on the

quantity supplied (at the 1% level) . The coefficient of the

substitution price (farm price of annual ryegrass) has a

positive sign but is not significantly different from zero

(at the 10% level). The yield variable, as expected, has a



Demand equation

Supply equation

Constant d0 -139038 -11.92

Log(rfprpr) d1 8974 7.24

rfpr d2 27.1 0.68

Yield d3 99046 6.97

Acre(1) d4 0.79 5.59

Market power

-0.22 -1.47

L0 0.46 0.84

rwpr1 : real wholesale price of perennial ryegrass
rwpr : real wholesale price of annual ryegrass
rfpr1 real farm price of perennial ryegrass
rfpr : real farm price of annual ryegrass
prop : of seed sold as proprietary
Acre(1): lagged acreage under production
Yield Production per acre
fsale(..l): lagged quantity of perennial ryegrass sold
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Table 2.Estimated Parameters for Perennial Ryegrass Using
Three Stage Least Square Technique.

Parameters Estimates t-values

Constant fo 221213 3.18

Log (rwprpr) fi -38554 -2.72

rwpr f2 96 1.71

prop f3 1.39 5.80

Fsal e(4) f4 0.46 2.66
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positive effect on quantity supplied and is significant (at

the 1% level) . The coefficient of lagged acreage has the

expected positive sign, and is significant at the l level.

Finally the L1 and L0 estimates are not significantly

different from zero (at 5 level) . This indicates that the

null hypotheses of no market power imposed by the

wholesalers in either market can not be rejected.

While the student t-test fail to reject the null

hypothesis of no market power being exerted in grass seed.

industry at the wholesale level, the large standard error of

the estimates shows that such a result is not conclusive.

Therefore a number of formal tests concerning monopoly and

monopsony power were constructed. The Wald test was

implemented to test the following null hypotheses:

Test for no market power (perfect competition):

Ho: L0=0 and L=0,

Versus Ha: L0*0 and Li0

Test for perfect monopsony solution:

Ho: L0=0 and L1=l,

Versus Ha: L0*O and

2) Test for perfect monopoly solution:

Ho: L0=l and L1=0,

Versus Ha: L0l and L*0

2) Test for pure middleman solution:

Ho: L0=l and L1=l,

Versus Ha: L01 and Ll
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The Wald test statistic has a chi-squared distribution

with degree of freedom equal to the number of restrictions

under the null hypotheses.

To reject the null hypotheses, the value for Wald test

statistic (To) must be greater than the tabled chi-squared

value with 2 degrees of freedom, 9.21 at the 1% significance

level. Let Toan and Topr represent respectively the Wald

test statistic for annual and perennial ryegrass. Table

three contains the results of the Wald test for all the null

hypotheses.

The test statistic results do not support assertions

that the grass seed market at the wholesale level exhibit

the characteristics of a perfect monopsony, perfect monopoly

or pure middleman market. The null hypothesis for perfect

competition, however, can not be rejected for either grass

seed market. It is based on these results that we proceeded

to estimate the 2SLS models presented later in this chapter.

Estimates of Demand and Supply Elasticities

Elasticity is defined as the percentage change in one

variable in response to a one percent change in another

variable. The price elasticity is an important tool in

evaluating the changes in quantities supplied and demanded

as the price changes. Table 4 reports the supply elasticity,

and farm and wholesale demand elasticities at the mean for

annual and perennial ryegrass. Table 5 reports mean values

for all the variables.



Perfect Competition
(L0=O, L1=O)

Monopoly
(L0=l, L=O)

Monopsony
(L0=O, L1=l)

Pure Middleman
(L0=1, L1=1)
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Table 3. The Wald Statistics For Testing Market Structure

837 3.44

l825 31.4

938 296

:1.395 445

Note: Reject null hypotheses at l% significant level
if the Wald statistics is greater than 9.21

Null Hypotheses Annual Ryegrass Perennial Ryegrass
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Table 4. Demand and Supply Elasticities at the Mean-Values
(Three Stage Least Squares Models)

Annual Ryegrass Perennial Ryegrass

Wholesale Demand
(at the mean)

-1.38 -0.76

Farm Demand
(at the mean)

-0.95 -0.64

Farm Supply
(at the mean)

0.19 0.31



Table 5. The Mean Values for the Variables.

US PRODpr

US PROD

fsale1

fsale

rwprpr

rwpr

rfpr1

rfpr

CATTLE

Yield,1

Yi eldan

Acrepr(..1)

Acrean(l)

prop

Where:

US PROD1,

USPROD-
fsale-
fsa1e-
rwpr -
rwpr -
rfpr1-
rfpr-
CATTLE -
Yi el d.pr -

Yield-
Acre(1) -

Acrean(1) -

prop-

52147

167113

50341

168574

$402

$225

$336

$150

36226

0.91

1.46

54956

114338

16.2

l000lbs

l000lbs

l000lbs

l000lbs

per l000lbs

per l000lbs

per l000lbs

per l000lbs

1000 head

l000lbs/acre

l000lps/acre

acres

acres

percent

U.S Production of Perrenial Rye grass
U.S Production of annual Rye grass
Quantity of Perennial Ryegrass old by Wholesalers
Quantity of Annual Ryegrass sold by Wholesalers
Real Wholesale price of Perennial Ruegrass
Real Wholesale price of Annual Ryegrass
Real Farm price of Perennial Ryegrass
Real Farm price of Annual Rye grass
Number of Cattle in Southeast U.S.A
perennial production/perennial acreage
annual production/annual acreage
lagged acreage under perennial ryegrass
production
lagged acreage under production for annual
ryegrasS
of perennial ryegrass sold as private varieties
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Variable Mean Unit
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While the wholesale demand and farm supply elasticities

were directly calculated, the farm-level demand is a derived

demand. To calculate the demand elasticity at the farm

level, the method introduced by Tomek and Robinson (1972] is

followed. They suggest that, assuming the demand curve for

a given product at two levels (1 and 2) are parallel

(i.e marketing margin is constant regardless of amount

marketed), the demand elasticity at one level can be

estimated from the elasticity at the other level. The

calculations are based on the equation Ed1*P2 = Ed2*P1, where

Ed1 and Ed2 are the demand elasticities at level one and

level two respectively, and P1 and P2 are the prices at the

two levels. Using this equation the demand elasticity at the

farm level is derived from the demand elasticity at the

wholesale level.

The wholesale demand for annual ryegrass is elastic,

indicating that the percentage change in quantity demanded

for annual ryegrass will be proportionately greater than

percentage change in its price. In contrast, perennial

ryegrass has an inelastic wholesale demand, indicating that

the perennial ryegrass consumers are less willing to change

the quantity they demand in response to price changes than

their counterparts in the annual ryegrass market.

The supply elasticities for both grass seed types

represent inelastic supply responses. Also, both grass

seeds show a more elastic demand elasticity than supply

elasticity.
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The elasticities results indicate that the producers of

annual and perennial ryegrass would have to bear a larger

portion of the cost associated with any increase in

production cost. In comparison an annual producer ryegrass

would have to accept a larger portion of the cost increase

than would perennial ryegrass producer.

Due to the importance of the economic contribution of

the grass seed industry in the State of Oregon, and the

controversial practice of field burning, it is desirable to

estimate the costs to producers and consumers since new

regulations, such as a ban on field burning, would result in

increased production costs.

Since this does not study suggest that market power is

being exerted by the wholesalers in annual and perennial

ryegrass industries, we will assume perfect competition in

these markets. Hence, the demand and supply elasticities

will directly determine the division of the adverse effects

of the production cost increase between producers and

consumers.

In order to quantify reductions in producer and consumer

surplus, we must first obtain a dollar measure of the

production cost increase that will result from a ban on field

burning. Next the demand and supply elasticities are used to

calculate the dollar per unit loss suffered by producers and

consumers.

Cross [1989] estimate that banning field burning would

increase production cost by $26.55 per acre. In 1988 this cost
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would correspond to $1.44 increase in the production cost o

100 pounds of annual ryegrass, and $2.41 increase in the

production cost of 100 pounds of perennial ryegrass.

Estimating the Change in Consumer and Producer Prices

Nicholson [1985, p 369] shows that, given the demand

and supply elasticities at the producer level and assuming

simple linear demand and supply relations, the change in

producer price caused by an increase in production cost can

be calculated as:

(19) dP=dt* (Ed! (Es-Ed))

Where:

dP- change in producer price

dt- change in tax (i.e change in production cost)

Ed- demand elasticity at producer level

Es- supply elasticity at producer level

This study uses the Nicholson [1985] method to

approximate the change in producer price of annual ryegrass

and perennial ryegrass, and then approximate the quantities

produced f or annual ryegrass and perennial ryegrass from the

their respective estimated farm supply equations (equation 6

and 9). The calculated quantities are then used in the

wholesale demand equation for annual ryegrass and perennial

ryegrass (equations 5 and 7), to estimate the approximate

consumer prices for each seed type.

The losses to producers and consumers are reported in

Table 6. The results suggest that the producers will bear

more of the loss as the result of a ban on field burning



Description Annual Perennial Unit

equilibrium quantity 170310 50631 l000lbs
sold (at the mean)

equilibrium farm price 149.78 336.5 per l000lbs

equilibrium wholesale
price

change in consumer
surplus

change in producer
surplus

217.3 376.9

-357539 -346973

-1747592 -674949

per l000lbs

dollars

dollars
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Table 6. Changes in Consumer Surplus and Producer Surplus
Due to a. Ban on Field Burning (Three Stage
Least Squares Models)
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than consumers, and that the annual ryegrass producers will

have a greater percentage loss and total loss than perennial

ryegrass producers.

Change in Consumer Surplus and Producer Surplus

To calculate the change in producer and consumer

surpluses the following steps are taken. First, given the

real farm prices, the quantities supplied were calculated

from the estimated supply equations 6 and 8. The real

wholesale prices were then calculated from the estimated

demand equations 5 and 7.

Then:

CS= dq - P * qe

and, PS= W * qe - S dq

Where:

CS- consumer surplus

demand function at wholesale level

P- real price at the wholesale level

qe- equilibrium quantity

W- real price at farm level

('O
supply function at farm level

PS- producer surplus

The producer surplus and the consumer surplus were then

calculated for the values of the variable at the mean both

before and after a production cost increase due to a ban on
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field burning. The change in consumer and producer surpluses

are reported in Table 6.

Problems With 3SLS stimates

As mentioned earlier, export prices were used in these

analysis as a proxy for whoelsale prices. However, since

only a small percentage of annual ryegrass and perennial

ryegrass are exported (in 1987 only 12% of annual ryegrass

production and only 7% of perennial ryegrass production was

exported), the results may not be representative of demand

in the domestic market. The lack of market power by the

wholesalers at the farm level, however, allow us to step

back and construct demand and supply equations at the farm

level using only the farm prices.

stimated Demand and Supply Parameters at the Farm Level

Since we are concerned with only a single market and we

have assumed perfect competition, the use of the two stage

least squares estimation technique. The estimated parameters

or the demand and supply equations for annual ryegrass at

the farm level using the two stage least squares technique

are reported in table seven. The estimated demand equation

for annual ryegrass suggests that the coefficient of own

farm price has the expected negative effect on quantity

demanded and is significant at the 5% level. The coefficient

of farm price of perennial ryegrass on the quantity demand

has the expected positive sign but it is not significantly



Table 7. Estimated Parameters f or Annual Ryegrass Using
Two Stage Least Squares Technique.

Demand equation

Supply equation

rfprpr
rfpr
cattle(4)
Yield:
Acrean(.1)
Fsale(1):
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2.18

-2.49

0.30

3 .24

2 78

real farm price of perennial ryegrass
real farm price of annual ryegrass

lagged number of cattles in south east U.S.
production/acreage

lagged acreage under production
lagged quantity of annual ryegrass sold

Parameters Estimates t -values

Constant -272358 -2.23

log (rfpr) b1 30984 1.30

Yi e 1 dai, b2 126377 8.33

Acrean(1) b3 0.90 4.14

Constant a0 416175

1og(rfpr) a1 -104327

rfpr a2 24

cattle(4) a3 4.7

Fsale(1) a4 0.5
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different from zero at 20% level. The effect of lagged farm

sale and the lagged nunther of cattle in Southeastern US

have the expected positive signs and are significant at 1%

level. The R-squared if or the demand equation indicates that

75% of the variation in the quantity demanded is explained

by the variables in the equation.

In the estimated supply equation for annual ryegrass

all coefficients have the expected signs. All coefficients

are significant at 1% level (with the exception of

coefficient of own farm price which is significant at 20%

level). The R-squared for this equation indicates that 81%

variation in the quantity supplied is explained by the

variables in the equation.

The estimated parameters of demand and supply equations

f or perennial ryegrass at the farm level using the two stage

least squares technique are reported in table eight. The

estimated demand equation for perennial ryegrass suggests

that all the coefficients have the expected signs and all

except the coefficient for own price of annual ryegrass are

significant at 5% level. The R-squared indicates that 91% of

the variation of quantity demanded for perennial ryegrass is

explained by the included variables in the equation.

The estimated coefficients for the perennial ryegrass

supply equation all have the expected signs and are

significantly different from zero at 5% level. The R-squared

for supply equation indicates that 69% of the variation in



Demand equation
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Table 8. Estimated Parameters for Perennial Ryegrass Using
Two Stage Least Squares Technique.

Constant f0 126749 3.37

Log(rfpr1) f1 -19061 -2.88

rfpr f2 31 0.85

prop f3 1.19 6.29

Fsale(1) f4 0.33 2.19

Supply equation

Constant d0 -166047 -3.91

Log(rfpr) d1 15886 2.29

Yield d2 100393 4.64

Acre(1) d3 0.61 2.76

rfpr : real farm price of perennial ryegrass
rfpr : real farm price of annual ryegrass
prop : % of seed sold as proprietary
Acre(4): lagged acreage under production
Yield Production per acre
fsale(1): lagged quantity of perennial ryegrass sold

Parameters Estimates t-values
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quantity supplied is explained by the variables in the

Supply equation.

The demand and supply elasticities calculated from the

2sls estimates are reported in table nine, While the supply

elasticities are virtually identical to those calculated

from the three stage least squares model, the farm level

elasticities are more inelastic (that is, they are smaller

negative nunibers). The elasticities calculated from the two

Stage model are preferred for two reasons. First, they do

not require the use of export price data as a proxy for

domestic wholesale price. Second, they do not depend on the

assumption of a constant marketing margin. The use of the

two stage least squares model does assume a perfectly

competitive market structure.

For annual ryegrass, demand is three times more elastic

than supply. However for perennial ryegrass the demand and

supply elasticities are nearly the same. These results

suggest that annual ryegrass producers will shoulder a

larger percentage share of loss in surplus than annual

ryegrass consumers. In contrast for perennial ryegrass, the

loss to producers and consumers would be quite similar.

The change in consumer surplus and producer surplus due

to a ban on field burning are reported in table ten. For

annual ryegrass the producer surplus loss is more than three

times the consumer surplus loss. The decrease in producer

surplus and consumer surplus for perennial ryegrass are

almost identical.
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Table 9. Farm Demand and Supply Elasticities at the
Mean-Values Using Two Stage Least Squares Technique

Annual Ryegrass Perennial Ryegrass

Farm Demand -O6l -0.38
(at the mean)

Farm Supply 0.18 0.32
(at the mean)



Table 10. Changes in Consumer Surplus and Producer Surplus
Due to a Ban on Field Burning (Two Stage
Least Squares Models)

Description

equilibrium quantity
sold (at the mean)

equilibrium price

change in consumer
surplus

change in producer
surplus
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Annual Perennial Unit

169378 50217 l000lbs

145.58 314.95 per l000lbs

-553495 -548836 dollars

-1858315 -667357 dollars
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CHAPTER V

POLICY IMPLICATIONS, CONCLUSIONS D FUTURE RESEARCH

This study suggests that, as a result of the structure

of the grass seed market, producers would pay for the

majority of the increased production costs that wold result

from a ban of open field burning.

In the long run and under a perfectly competitive

structure, some farmers with hIgher production costs would

exit this market. This study does not estimate the number of

the farmers who would exit the market as the result of a ban

on field burning.

The farmers are the component of the industry that are

predominantly located in Oregon, while most consumers reside

outside Oregon. This study evaluated losses only in terms of

increased prices, decreased production or both. These results

do not approximate the total loss. The external losses such as

taxes, loss of revenue to dependent industries etc., are not

estimated in this study, but must always be seriously

considered.

The result of this study suggest that for annual ryegrass

75 percent of an increase in cost of production would be borne

by farmers, For perennial ryegrass, however, producers would

bear about 55% of the increased cost of production.

While this study failed to reject the hypothesis of

perfect competition in the grass seed market at wholesale

level, wholesalers may have enjoyed some market power during
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some periods of time. This hypothesis is a researchable topic

since it would be possible to endogenize an explanatory for

market power (such as number of private varieties) directly in

the structural equations. This procedure would allow us to

determine if for a given number of years the wholesalers have

enloyed some market power.

Several shortcomings of the study should be noted. First,

for the 3sls model no data were used to represent total

variable cost per unit in the industry at the wholesale level.

Consequently, the wholesalers are assumed to add a fixed

margin to the farm prices when selling the seeds. This

assumption may result in a bias of the estimates, but the

degree and the direction of such a bias is not identified in

this study.

Another shortcoming of this study is the lack of

meaningful wholesale prices. The export price is probably a

reasonable proxy for the wholesale price when the grass seeds

are of generic types (annual ryegrass). However, for a

perennial ryegrass (where there are many different prices

available for different private varieties), a composite price

such as export price may not be justified.

The lack of data on stocks is another important missing

element in this study. We know that both producers and

wholesalers carry stocks. We also know that the grass seed can

be stored for relatively long time. The level of stock for a

given year does influence the price, and thus is an important

variable.
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This study looked at independent markets for annual

ryegrass and perennial ryegrass. Estimating the coefficients

of the model if both ryegrasses are considered interdependent

may be a worthwhile future research topic. It must be noted

that the wholesalers in grass seed industry purchase many

different types of grass seed. As middlemen, they are making

decisions that influence the level of trades between the

producers and consumers. This study did not attempt to

construct wholesalers' behavioral demand function.
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Appendix A. Data Discussion

The most difficult part of doing this study was

obtaining a set of complete and compatible data on grass

seed prices at wholesale level and the quantity sold by

wholesalers. Some sources in the industry indicated that the

export price was the best available proxy for the wholesale

prices of grass seed, and they are used as such in this

study. We will soon look at some of the resources available

for finding data on the industry, and at the difficulties

in unifying the data given. Later in this chapter we will

discuss the data set used in this study and how they were

obtained.

Two Oregon State Extension Service reports [Conklin,

Ryan, Edwards, 1981] provide information on the grass seed

production, acreage harvested, yield per acre, export from

United States, import To U.S and operating cost per acre for

the years 1958 to 1979.

The Oregon Ryegrass Commission and Bentgrass Commission

reports provide information on the quantity of grass seed

sold by wholesalers of annual ryegrass, perennial ryegrass

and bentgrass. The yearly data series are reported for the

years 1969 to present. From 1965 to 1968 the sum of the

quantities of perennial and annual ryegrass sold is

reported. There is no data from this source for the years

previous to 1965. Until year 1982, U.S production data on

grass seeds were provided by USDA, Currently only Oregon

level data is available.
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The U.S SEED EXPORT published by the United States

Department of Agriculture, provides information for the

quantity of grass seed exported and the total value of

export f or each grass seed type. For the years 1958 to 1963

only the quantities of grass seed exported is reported. The

values reported are on a cropping year basis (July to June)

The U.S Exports of Domestic Merchandise is another

source for gathering data on the export quantities and

values. The data available are for 1965 to 1984. The values

reported are on a calendar year basis.

The NIMEXE published by the ECC, provides data on

export and import quantities and values to and from

individual European countries. The data are available for

1976 to present.

For this study the data series for the exogenous

variables, new housing starts, per capita disposable income,

number of cattle in south east United States and acreage on

which R.E.A.P payments were made, were taken from circular

information 652 [Conklin, Ryan, Edwards, 1981] for 1958 to

1977. For more recent years this data was obtained from the

original sources- the Economic Report of the President,

Statistical Abstract of United States, and Agricultural

Statistics.

The data on the farm production, and farm prices were

obtained from the Conklin and Wilson [1981], and completed

by the same original source, the O.S.0 Extension Service.

This source only provides Oregon data.
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The series data on the export prices as a proxy for the

wholesale price were obtained as follows: For the years

1967 to 1988 the data were obtained from the U.S SEED EXPORT

published by the U.S.D.A. To obtain values for the years

1958 to 1966, the export prices from 1967 to 1976 were

regressed on the wholesale prices reported in Conklin

[1981], for those years. Export prices for the years 1958 to

1966 were then predicted from the estimated equation.

The 1965 to 1988 series data on the quantity sold by

wholesalers were obtained from the Rye Grass Commission

report. The 1959 to 1964 data were calculated by the

Identity:

SaleProduction-i-farm Stock at begining-farm Stock at the end

of the year. (and zero stocks at the wholesale level are

assumed)
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Appendix B: Annual Ryegrass Production, Farm Sale, Farm
Price, Wholesale Price, Acreage and Yield.

Where:

Prod : U.S. Production of Annual Ryegrass

Fsale: Farm Sale for Annual Ryegrass (i.e. assume to be
equal to wholesalers supply)

Fpran: Nominal farm price of Annual Ryegrass

Wpran: Nominal wholesale price of Annual Ryegrass

Yr Prod
l000lbs

Fsale
l000lbs

Fpran
lOOlbs

Wpran
lOOlbs

Acreage Yield
acre l000lbs/acre

58 63360 7.80 8.87
59 136400 118237 5.50 6.25 123950 1.10
60 106953 113217 3.50 5.12 115000 0.93
61 90040 96521 3,95 5.74 89950 1.00
62 123500 126767 4.35 5.42 95000 l30
63 97275 95798 5.90 6.57 88000 1,11
64 123305 118755 4.15 5.18 91000 1.36
65 113480 96419 4.20 5.19 88000 1.29
66 112520 118083 4.60 6.57 88000 1.28
67 91380 129696 5.85 8.40 75000 1.22
68 122120 131156 7.00 9.10 96000 1.27
69 152340 133672 7.30 9.68 119000 1.28
70 186300 172768 5.70 8.20 145000 1.28
71 223440 184177 4.50 6.68 136000 1.64
72 176230 204993 5.50 8.69 130000 1.36
73 168800 154884 13.20 20.89 130000 1.30
74 176100 157739 15.10 20.14 137000 1.29
75 183600 183790 10.20 15.38 132000 1.39
76 195940 178791 13.50 18.94 122000 1.61
77 231200 229849 10.00 18.68 136000 1.70
78 200100 218053 10.00 18.03 138000 1.45
79 200400 192170 9.80 19.09 127000 1.58
80 204000 241678 11.00 21.97 120000 1.70
81 175559 186834 16.80 25.26 110000 1.60
82 204040 198289 14.50 25.65 116900 1.75
83 184800 196123 15.20 25.87 112000 1.65
84 201250 218974 14.50 25.49 115000 1.75
85 216000 223669 13.00 24.89 120000 1.80
86 207125 206947 13.10 22.12 112000 1.85
87 200925 220465 18.10 23.40 108000 1.86
88 208275 208711 21.40 24.88 107450 1.94



Where:

Prod : U.S. perennial ryegrass production

Fsale: farm sale for perennial ryegrass (i.e. assume to
be equal to supply at wholesale level)

Prop : % of perennial ryegrass production devoted to
proprietary types.

Fprpr: Nominal farm price of perennial ryegrass

Wprpr: Nominal wholesale price of perennial ryegrass
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Appendix C: Perennial Ryegrass Production, Farm Sale, Fa!m
Price, Wholesale Price, Grown as Proprietary.
Acreage and Yield.

YR Prod Fsale Prop Fprpr Wprpr Acreage Yield
l000lbs l000lbs % cwt cwt l000lbs/acre

58 28080 0 9.10 10.65
59 45080 41944 0 9.80 11.12 45900 0.98
60 43010 43679 0 6.60 9.71 47900 0.90
61 46320 47430 0 5.50 8.41 52000 0.89
62 57380 55339 0 5.10 8.49 56970 1.01
63 48450 48649 0 6.30 9,30 56950 0.85
64 56385 56849 0 5.90 9.26 59990 0.94
65 46980 25630 0 10.00 12.31 54000 0.87
66 39420 31389 0 10.00 9.30 54000 0.73
67 45580 34476 0 7.95 11.31 53000 0.86
68 41360 34864 0 10.70 10.75 47000 0.88
69 36740 34305 0 11.50 13.59 44000 0.84
70 32000 41053 0 11.16 13.15 40000 0.80
71 41040 48383 0 11.60 10.78 37150 1.10
72 34830 45990 .9 16.40 16.27 41670 0.84
73 40000 42559 1.4 28.00 37.53 48200 0.83
74 42400 35629 8.7 25.00 29.40 50650 0.84
75 43200 40007 13.1 17.00 22.65 47100 0.92
76 31240 39780 28.1 26.00 26.30 43300 0.72
77 39600 39178 33.9 33.00 33.99 42900 0.92
78 40880 45121 38,7 33.00 33.42 51770 0.79
79 49550 43225 34.2 49.60 42.61 57710 0.86
80 63200 49124 33.1 38.50 44.42 65230 0.97
81 66220 47751 29.2 43.40 56.48 71610 0.92
82 68437 61430 32.9 34.00 53.23 76610 0.89
83 64000 61791 34.9 30.90 51.42 71890 0.89
84 66000 73845 34.1 29.70 43.64 67300 0.98
85 63417 60527 31.4 40.90 46.51 62500 1.01
86 71435 68632 40.0 50.40 52.38 67040 1.07
87 91560 89114 44.1 49.60 56.48 79400 1.15
88 108695 122551 49.0 52.00 64.00 89300 1.22




